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Computerification

“Ain’t too young”





Challenges



Vocabulary
variable

class

instance

polymorphism

instantiate

allocate

abstract base class

pure virtual function

big O

algorithm

recursion

stack

hash table

heap

P vs NP

concurrency

parallelism

brute force

root kit

cryptography

waterfall

agile

abend
semantic versioning

api

parameter

boolean



Programming Environment



IDE?  Editor?
❖ syntax highlighting

❖ auto indent

❖ autocomplete

❖ debugging

❖ linting

❖ code execution

❖ project organization

❖ snippets



Or You’re 
WRONG



Scope

❖ Language

❖ Design Patterns

❖ Algorithms

❖ All the other stuff





Methodology



Computer Sciencey

❖ Lecture

❖ Topical

❖ Textbook

❖ Problem sets



Projects



Assistance



Books

❖ inventwithpython.com
❖ Automate the Boring Stuff With Python

❖ Scratch Programming Playground

❖ Invent Your own Computer Games with Python

❖ Hacking Secret Ciphers with Python

❖ Learn Python the Hard Way

❖ Python Programming for the Absolute Beginner

http://inventwithpython.com


Practice 



Podcasts
❖ Talk Python to Me  (https://talkpython.fm/)

❖ #8 Teaching Python at Grok Learning and Classrooms

❖ #19 Automate the Boring Stuff with Python

❖ #20 Interactive Python and Teaching Python: Beyond Text Books

❖ #27 Four Years of Python for High Schoolers

❖ CodeNewbie  (http://www.codenewbie.org/podcast)

❖ The Changelog (https://changelog.com/)

❖ #195 Free Code Camp

https://talkpython.fm/
http://www.codenewbie.org/podcast
https://changelog.com/


Where to go from here?



Hour of Code



Community Teaching Day



–Benjamin Franklin

“Tell me and I forget.
Teach me and I remember.
Involve me and I learn.”







Editors
Pycharm  https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm-edu/

Komodo http://www.activestate.com/komodo-ide

Atom https://atom.io/

Sublime Text https://www.sublimetext.com/3

Xcode https://developer.apple.com/xcode/

Notepad++ https://notepad-plus-plus.org/

Visual Studio Code https://code.visualstudio.com/

Eclipse https://eclipse.org/

gedit https://wiki.gnome.org/Apps/Gedit

TextWrangler http://www.barebones.com/products/textwrangler/

IDLE IDLE https://docs.python.org/3.6/library/idle.html

http://www.activestate.com/komodo-ide
https://www.sublimetext.com/3
https://wiki.gnome.org/Apps/Gedit
https://docs.python.org/3.6/library/idle.html


Quotes
❖ Daniel Procida https://github.com/evildmp  

“The Programmer’s Body” DjangoCon Europe 2014  
Programmers are now building the world. Anyone in the world will live in the world we build. The systems that govern us. The systems that 
govern our relations. The way we are educated. The way we are formed. Programmers are quite important.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjtV4yw48PE 
 
Also watch ‘All You need is L***’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0mACXAmaL1M

❖ Jessica McKellar  
“Breaking The Rules” PyBay2016  
“Learning how to program changes the way you think about, debug, and interact with the world”
“You learn a set of rules to build software, … then you learn that you can change the rules.”
“Programmers master a system they know they can change.”
“This comes from the tenets of free software.”
“We take for granted that changing something to make it better is just a thing you do when you need to.”
“This can and should carry over to the rest of your life.”  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UnMZYMaosw  
 
Also see her “A hands on Introduction to Python for Beginning Programmers” PyCon 2014  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MirG-vJOg04  

https://github.com/evildmp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjtV4yw48PE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9UnMZYMaosw


Other Things Mentioned

❖ REPL (Read Evaluate Print Loop) https://docs.python.org/3.6/tutorial/interpreter.html

❖ PythonAnywhere  https://www.pythonanywhere.com/

❖ Luciano Ramalho ‘Fluent Python’ http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920032519.do  
https://github.com/fluentpython

❖ O’Reilly HeadFirst Books http://headfirstlabs.com/

https://docs.python.org/3.6/tutorial/interpreter.html
https://www.pythonanywhere.com/
http://shop.oreilly.com/product/0636920032519.do
https://github.com/fluentpython
http://headfirstlabs.com/


Coursera https://www.coursera.org/ 

CheckIO  https://checkio.org/ 

RuneStone Interactive  http://runestoneinteractive.org/

The Hitchhikers Guide to Python  http://docs.python-guide.org/en/latest/

Code Combat https://codecombat.com/ 

Python Koans  https://github.com/gregmalcolm/python_koans/wiki

Grok Learning  https://groklearning.com/

https://github.com/gregmalcolm/python_koans/wiki


Lightbot https://lightbot.com/flash.html

MIT Open Courseware  https://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm

PythonBytes (podcast) https://pythonbytes.fm/

PyVideo  http://pyvideo.org/

"The Young Coder: Let's Learn Python" on PyVideo: http://pyvideo.org/video/2570/the-young-coder-lets-learn-python

PyCon Youth Coding Workshop  http://www.letslearnpython.com/  https://github.com/mechanicalgirl/young-coders-tutorial

https://lightbot.com/flash.html
https://ocw.mit.edu/index.htm
http://pyvideo.org/video/2570/the-young-coder-lets-learn-python
http://www.letslearnpython.com/
https://github.com/mechanicalgirl/young-coders-tutorial


Organizations in DSM

❖ Tech Journey  http://www.techjourney.org/

❖ HyperStream  http://changetheequation.org/hyperstream

http://www.techjourney.org/
http://changetheequation.org/hyperstream

